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The fatherdidn’t usuallydrop
off his 6-month-old son at day
care, so when he parked at his
workplace inHelotes to start his
6:15 a.m. shift one day in August
2016, he forgot to look in the
back seat. When he came back
out to the car several hours later,
his son was still in there, but it

was too late to save him — the
outside temperature was close
to 100 degrees, and it was much
hotter inside the vehicle.

The Bexar County District
Attorney’s Office dropped any
charges and ruled the case an
accidental death.

As Texas heads into summer,
the risk rises for children to die
from being left in vehicles dur-
ing the heat of the day, experts
say.

Forgetfulness and distraction
is the No. 1 cause of children dy-
ing from heat exposure in cars.
About 75 percent of the cases are
ruled accidents, andover 50per-
cent occur when a child is for-
gotten in the car by a caregiver,
according to Jan Null, a San Jose
State University professor who
maintains a database tracking
those incidents. An additional
25 percent happen when a child

Heat boosts risk for kids left in cars

Heat deaths continues on A12

Texas ledU.S. in number of deaths in hot vehicles over 25-year span
By Elena Bruess
and Anastasia Goodwin
STAFF WRITERS

Child hot car deaths by temperature
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Though heatstroke is associated with extreme heat in Texas, 42% of
U.S. hot car deaths occurred when the temperature outside did not
exceed 90 degrees Fahrenheit, including 26 in Texas.
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District 1 Councilman Mario
Bravo dropped his campaign
team last week after newcomer
SukhKaur beat himMay 6, forc-
ing him into a runoff election.

Bravo, who won 26 percent of
the vote toKaur’s 34 percent, has
hired the strategistswhoworked
for third-place finisher Jeremy
Roberts — San Antonio political
consultants Laura Barberena of
VIVA Politics and Bert Santiba-
ñez of Flagship Campaigns.
Roberts, a marketing executive,
got 21 percent of the vote.

Bravo said the staff that ran
his campaign before the May 6
election had never run one be-
fore. “We trained them up, but
we’re in a runoff now and we
wanted to hire experienced pro-
fessionals,” he added.

For her part, Kaur, founder
and CEO of education consult-
ing firm EDreimagined and a
real estate agent, has been devis-
ing her strategy for the June 10
election.

Both candidates also have
District 1 continues on A12

District 1
candidates
are getting
prepared
for runoff
By Megan Rodriguez
STAFF WRITER
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Elsa Hernandez, her daughter Jacqueline Queen and Queen’s son Rome watch the entrance processional during
a Mother’s Day Mass on Sunday morning at the Oblate Lourdes Grotto and Tepeyac de San Antonio.

MOTHER’SDAYMASS

San Antonio already has a
$2.5 billion plan for expanding
the city’s airport to keep upwith
growing passenger demand.

But as that long-term plan
will take years to become reality,
San Antonio International Air-
port is in need of some short-
term solutions to deal with its
growth.

The people who run the air-
port have come up with an out-
side-the-box strategy: They
want to spend$50million to cre-
ate five gates where, instead of
using a typical jetway connec-
tor, passengers would walk
across the tarmac to board their
flights.

The plan calls for building a

37,000-square-foot ground-
loading facility connected to
Terminal A that would include
two levels of seating for passen-
gers, more food and retail op-
tions, charging stations for elec-
tronics, workstation areas and a
lactation room.

The facility would allow air-

lines to board passengers from
the tarmac out of five gates, in-
creasing the number of gates at
Terminal A from 17 to 22.

The City Council this week
will consider an agreementwith
Austin-based contractorHensel
Phelps Construction to build

Onto the tarmac, then into the air

Courtesy city of San Antonio

Construction may start this year on a planned ground-loading
facility at San Antonio International Airport’s Terminal A.

Airport continues on A7

Airport plans site that
would add five gates,
help handle growth
By Megan Rodriguez
STAFF WRITER WASHINGTON — Comput-

er engineers and tech-inclined
political scientists have warned
for years that cheap, powerful
artificial intelligence tools
would soon allow anyone to
create fake images, video and
audio that was realistic enough
to fool voters and perhaps sway
an election.

The synthetic images that
emerged were often crude, un-
convincing and costly to pro-
duce, especially when other
kinds of misinformation were
so inexpensive and easy to
spread on social media. The
threat posed by AI and so-
calleddeepfakesalways seemed
a year or two away.

No more.
Sophisticated generative AI

tools can now create cloned hu-
man voices and hyper-realistic
images, videos andaudio in sec-
onds, at minimal cost. When
strapped to powerful social me-
dia algorithms, this fake and
digitally created content can
spread far and fast and target
highly specific audiences, po-
tentially taking campaign dirty
tricks to a new low.

The implications for the 2024
campaigns and elections are as
largeas theyare troubling:Gen-
erative AI can not only rapidly
produce targeted campaign e-
mails, texts or videos, it also
could be used tomislead voters,
impersonate candidates and
undermine elections on a scale

Threat of AI tools’ use
to dupe voters is here
By David Klepper
and Ali Swenson
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Threat continues on A7


